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The Ccmmandant cf the Coast Guard recently expressed
concern ever the inadequate support cf uniform items to
Coastguardsmen. This thesis is in response ro this concern
and proposes a periodic inventory model which can be
expected tc provide effective inventory management of
clothing facilities. The proposed model offers improvements
by forecasting demand in order to mimiaize stock outages and
by incriasing customer satisfaction through increased
service levels. The proposed inventory control model has
been developed in twc parts, one for forecasting recruit
demands and the ether for sales demands. While the first
part of the inventory model is only applicable at the Cape
May Training Center, the second can be used nhroughout the
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!• INIRODOCTION
Inventory maiagenient and inventory problems are common
to all organizations. Inventory management does not add any
value to the merchandise per-se, but value is obtained by
virtue of the existence of the inventory, its availability
and its ncvement ax the right time to the right place.
Providing the right sized uniforms in rhe proper guan-
tiry to each member, is the goal of -he Coast Guard's
clothing and small stores system.
However, lack of adequate uniform support has been the
single most constant criticism of the Coast Guard clothing
system by both enlisted and officer personnel since the
adoption of the Coast Guard uniform eight years ago.
Complaints about poor clothing system support have run the
gamut from the retail outlet always being out of stock of a
popular size item to the lack of a dress uniform for a new
recruit. The complaints have become so numerous that the
Commandant of th9 Coast Guard stated in his annual State of
the Ccast Guard Address on January 20, 1983, "I want to
solve the uniform prcfclems promptly" [Raf. 1]- In order to
alleviate the clothing support problems the commandant
initiated a review of uniform logistics and, as an immediate
measure of relief, established a centrally operated, "tuned
up", mail order system [ Ref . i}.
Many reviews of the clothing support system by bcth
local ccmmands and Ccast Guard Headquarters (G-FLP) have
been conducted in order to identify and solve the problems
of the clothing system. The most recent review occurred in
April of 1983 by the staff of Commandant (G-FLP) [Ref. 3].
Some of the problems that were discovered are service wide;
such as, limited manpower resources and shrinking budget

authorizaticns. Other problems that were discovered ar? as
a result cf poor operating policies; such as the clot:hing
system did not always have a standard requirement for
capturing and using demand history for forecasting purposes.
Another problem was that the clothing inventory management
schemes were as numeicus and diverse as the clothing locker
locations because each facility is managed at the local
level. Finally, there has been a general lack of management
interest and support from all levels of command because the
clothing support system problems were considered to be "back
burner" issues [Ref. 2].
Fortunately, the science of inventory management is well
developed outside of the Coast Guard clothing system and
techniques are available which can provide immediate
improvements. As a consequence, this thesis proposes an
inventory model for the management of clothing inventories
which is quite contemporary, in addition to being easy to
use.
The objective of this thesis is to suggest improvements
to the Coast Guard clothing and small stores inventory
management system. In particular, it presents a system
inventory control model for deciding how much and when to
order. It also outlines the steps required for successful
implementation. Inventory control models for individual
clothing lockers are also proposed.
The background of the clothing system and a discussion
of the current clothing operation is given in Chapters II
and III respectively so that the reader will gain an insight
into the shortcomings of the existing system. Chapter IV,
which is a discussion of how demand and ordering data was
obtained and analyzed, provides the necessary basis for the
development of the appropriate inventory control model.
Chapter V then presents the proposed inventory control model
for maragement of the clothing system. Finally, Chapter VI
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presents conclusions and recommendations about the iirplemen-





A. COAST GOAHD ONIFCEM HISTORY
Pricr tc 1975, the United States Coast Guard (CG) did
not have its own distinctive uniform. Instead it modified
the U.S. Navy uniform with various insignia in order to meet
the uniform needs of the service. As a benefit of using the
Navy's uniform, the Coast Guard clothing facilities did not
need to concern themselves with anticipating customer demand
for uniforms. Their primary operating concern was to keep
enough stock on hand to satisfy immediate needs. This style
of clothing management was prevalent because of the belief
that if urifcrms were needed they could always be obtained
from the Navy on short notice. Additionally, those Coast
Guard personnel that were located reasonably close to a Navy
base shopped at the Navy clothing facility in lieu of the
Coast Guard facility because of convenience and a larger
merchandise selection.
In 19"75 the Coast Guard shifted to its own distinctive
blue uniform, affectionately known as "Bender 3lues," after
the Commandant who ordered the change, ADM Chester A.
Bender, OSCG(Eet.). Soon after, the Coast Guard clothing
facility managers began to realize the complexity of
clothing and small stores management. This clothing support
system was a minor concern of managers since complaints
about uniform availability were minimal. Because thers
appeared no reason tc do so, no effort had been made to
capture demand history or economize operational costs.
12

E. COAST GOARD CLOTHING FACILITIES
Currently thers are over twenty clothing facilities,
also known as clothing lockers which provide clothing
support to Coastguardsmen. These are independently managed
and operated at the local level. Three of the twenty, are
major clothing facilities and are located at each of the
following training centers: OSCG Academy, New London, Conn.,
DSCG Recruit Training Center, Cape May, N.J., and USCG
Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, Virginia. The major
training centers are primarily concerned with initial issue
of male and female seabags to new recruits and secondarily
concerned with retail sales. The recruit seabags contain
all of the necessary uniform items and accessories
prescribed by Commandant (G-P) that go into making up the
uniform wardrobe of Coast Guard personnel.
Of the remaining 17 facilities there is at least one
clothing locker in each of the twelve Coast Guard Districts.
The remainder are at selected Headquarter »s units such as
the Coast Guard Yard and various Support Centers. These
District and Headquarters facilities are primarily concerned
with providing for retail sales of uniform items. Their
custciEers includes active duty personnel, retired Coast
Guard members. Coast Guard Beservists, and Coast Guard
Auxiliarists.
The clothing facility at USCG Training Center, Cape May,
N-J. has the sole responsibility for processing mail-crder
purchases of uniforms and accessories.
Clothing items currently stocked in the clothing lockers
include those items which make up the male and female
seabags plus the necessary range of rating badges and
devices required to be worn on the uniform as well as seme
limited optional items that have been authorized for wear




The CoasT Guard ohtains funds for its clothing and small
stores through the Ccast Guard Supply Fund which is author-
ized by 14 use 650. The Supply Fund Account for uniforms is
defined as fellows:
SUPPLY ACCOUNT 31.00 - CLOTHING AND SMALL STORES This
inventory consists of uniform items and accessories for
issue/sale to regular, reserve and retired Coast Guard
members and Coast Guard Auxilary [Ref. 6],
The Supply Fund is a "revolving" fund account which
operates by financing the procurement of material and
replenishes itself with the revenue collected from retail
sales. For recruit issue items the fund revolves in the
following manner: as inventory is consumed (issued) it is
charged to an operating expense account for Active Du-y
personnel, 01.00, and the costs are credited -o the 81.00
Clothing and Small Stores account. The active duty
personnel account is part of the annual Coast Guard oper-
ating appropriation authorized by Congress, while the supply
fund is authorized separately.
Each clothing facility orders its uniforms directly from
the wholesale source, DPSC, as there is no designated
Inventory Control Point (ICP) for uniforms. Funds for
payment of uniforms revolve through -he Headquarters managed
Supply Fund, 81.00, to DPSC-
Each clothing facility is authorized -o stoclc sufficient
uniform items in order that the total inventory value does
not exceed a pre-established dollar ceiling set forth by
USCG Headquarters Coirmandant (G-FLP) . In any case, the
value of inventory should not exceed the hisroric demand
figure for a three months' supply of uniforms and accesso-
ries [Ref. U ]. As long as the clothing facility is kept at
14

or below the established ceiling value of inventory the
local command can operate the facility as it se<^s fit. In
particular, each command has considerable freadom to deter-
mine the type and quantity of each item it wishes to keep on
hand.
D. THE NEED FOR A SIUDT OF COAST GUARD CLOTHING FACILITIES
The current operating policy of clothing facilities is
set fcrth in the CG Ccmptrollers Manual as follows:
It is the Coast Guard policy to provide each Coast Guard
recruit a complete seabag or unirorm items as prescribed
by Commandant (G-P) . Further, the Coast Guard will
provide an effective means by which each member may
replace items or augment, his uniform requirements
[Ref. 5].
It is the last sentence in this policy statement which
has caused an on going problem. Since the change to the new
uniforms Commanding Officers of remotely located Coast Guard
units have complained that their enlisted crew members were
unable to conveniently replace worn out working uniforms
through the existing clothing support system. It seems that
the desired uniform item was either not stocked at all cr
always on back order. In some isolated cases,
Coastguar dsDcen had resorted to buying Coast Guard look-alike
utility work clothes from Sears in order to satisfy their
uniform needs.
The plans for first issue of the new uniform were well
thought cut and, as a result, the problem of replacement
sales did not start to materialize until several years later
when the initial issues started to wear out. By 1978,
clothing facilities had to satisfy both the demand fcr new
issues to recruits as well as the demand for replacement
sales. The clothing support system was forced to react to
this new demand. In spite of efforts by Headquarters and
15

the clothing facilities the feeling of poor support prevails
at many local commands.
In order to address the need for a review of the
clothing and small stores system an analysis of the opera-
tions of the USCG Training Center Cape May, New Jersey,
Clothing Facility was conducted. This facility was selected
because it is the largest clothing operation in the Coast
Guard and would therefore has the largest data base. It was
also felt that the Cape May facility was best for analysis
because any demand history that was available would include
information from recruit issues, retail sales and mail order
sales. A discussion of the Cape May clothing facilities'
current operations and inventory management procedures are
presented in Chapter III.
16

III. COR BENT CLOTHING OPERAIIOIS AND INVENTORY SYSTEM
A. POLICY GUIDANCE
The cloxhing inventory policies discussed will be those
that have been promulgated by CG Headquarters and adapted
for use by USCG Training Center Cape May, New Jersey. The
existing policy statement is composed of iwo sentences and
is treated in two parts. The CG Comptroller's Manual
states:
It is the Coast Guard policy to orovide each Coast Guard
recruit a complete seabag of uniform items as prescribed
by Ccraroandant (G-P) [Ref. 6: p. V-4-19].
The above is interpreted as the objective for initial
clothing issues to new recruits while the following is
interpreted as the objective for retail clothing sales:
The Coast Guard will provide an effecxive means by which
each member may replace items or augment his uniform
requirements [Ref. 6].
These two policy sentences have been treated as separate
managerial objectives with separate operating methods.
However, they have their sf fectivenass measured in -erms of
satisfying the whole policy.
B. HECHDIT SEABAG ISSUES
Both male and female recruits are issued rheir uniforms
in two parts. The first issue of clorhing takes place
during the recruits* first week of training and primarily
consists of basic clcthing and working type uniforms. The
initial issue comprises approximately 54% of the total
17

dollar value of the seabag. Several weeks later, the
recruit receives the second issue of clothing. The delay in
receiving all of the uniform items is based in part on the
fact that if any significant body weight loss was to occur
it wculd have happened by the third week of training.
Dramatic recruit body weight loss can result in ill fitting
uniforms and increased tailoring costs. Also by the third
week of training it is relatively certain that a recruit
will ccraflete basic training and not be discharged. when a
recruit is discharged, the uniforms that were issued to him
or her cannot be reissued. Thus, if a recruit is discharged
prior to the second issue, the Coast Guard realizes $245. 84
in uniform savings. Appendix A provides the list of items
in the first and seccnd issues.
C. OIJEH THE COUNTER SALES
The Cape May clothing facility is open for retail sales
during th€ normal work week except for those periods when
recruits are receiving their firs- or second issues. The
clothing facility is open on selected weekends for CG
Reserve and Auxilary business.
Additionally, the Cape May clothing facility is the scle
point for processing mail orders of uniforms. Mail orders
are paid for by check or by having the amount due deducted
from the member's pay. All mail orders for clothing must be
processed within two working days, this includes notifying




D. INVESTCBY PROCEDORES AT CAPE MAY
1 . E6f ore ^98
2
Ericr -co 1981, the Cape May clothing loclcer used a
"tariff" system for ordering uniforms. The tariff system
was developed using two years* worth of issuing history in
order to calculate the total number of issues and sales for
that period. The total figure was computed for each size of
each item in both the men's and women's seabags (about 1200
line items) . A factor for each size of each item was also
calculated by figuring out what fraction each size was of
the total demand for that item. The following example
illustrates the calculation:
Seabag item: White gloves. White gloves come in three
sizes, small, medium and large. There were 320, 1020, and
660 respective issues of these gloves over a two year
period. The total gloves issued were 2,000 (320 + 1020 ^
560). Converting each size to a fraction of the total
yeilds; saall = 0.16 medium = 0.51 and large = 0.33
Appendix B presents a detailed breakdown of rhe tariffs for
the items in the men's and women's seabags.
Use of the tariff system was based upon receiving
advance notice of the number of expected recruits for a
given training period. For example, if iz were known that
100 recruits were going to be inducted for a given month,
then the clcthing personnel could calculate the proper guan-
tity of items to order by multiplying the -ariff percentage
times the number of anticipated recruits. The following
example in Table I is a good representation of how the
system wcrked for an induction of 100 recruits. One sweater





ITEM SIZE IMMl RJCRUITS ISSUE 211 ^MiE.
Sweater S(30-32) .31 100 1 31
(female) M(3U-36) .57 100 1 57
" L(38-40) .10 100 1 10
" XL(U2-44) .02 100 1 2
Although the old factor system was awkward to use
when it was first iniplement ed, its use today could be
greatly simplified by using one of the many inexpensive
mini-computers currently available. The development proce-
dure for ths old factors is the same procedure used to
develop the new probabilities for the proposed model. (See
Appendix C and D for the new probability factors.) It
should be noted that there is a tendency for the factors to
become obsolete if they are not periodically reviewed.
According to the Cape May Clothing Locicer Manager, the old
factors were not updated while they were in use [Ref. 8 ]-
The old factors for men's Ball caps and Garrison
caps were plctted against the new probabilities for those
items in order to see if any significant changes had
occurred since the old factors were developed five years
ago. As can be seen in Figure 3.1 there is very little
difference for Ball caps but the probabilities for Garrison
caps varied somewhat more. It is felt that the new prob-
ability factors are mere representative of current trends
since it was developed from more recent data. Therefore,
the new probability factors, which are based exclusively on










&ARfli'£DM CAP NEIU 4^^02.AaiL(T-
Figure 3.1 Comparison of Old Factors and New Probabilities.
According to the Clothing Manager at the Cape May
clothing facility the old tariff system worked satisfacto-
rily as long as he had advanced knowledge of the anticipated
recruit load [Ref. 7]. The reason for the shift away from
using the factor system is discussed in the nexx section.
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2 . Cur ren t Inve ntor y £ rocedurjs
Eeginning in tha fall of calendar year 1981, sonie
disrupticr.s in the information flow of anticipated recruit
loads occurred due tc fluctuations in the annual Coas-t Guard
budget. Since Personnel was unsure of their budget,
recruiting was conducted at minimum levels and no schedule
of anticipated recruits was made until later. As a result
of the interruption in information flow the Clothing Manager
dropped the tariff system in favor of a simpler system that
did net rely on recruiting input [Ref- 8].
The current system of inventory management is a
perpetual inventory system based on the philosophy of
Economic Crder Quantity (SOQ) and is referred to as the
"Hi-Lc" system by Cape day personnel. Hi-Lo inventory
management calls for the clothing manager to establish
maximum and minimum levels of stock based on his experience.
Then all that needs tc be dene when the level of stock falls
to the minimum is to crder sufficient stock to bring the
level back up to the maximum.
E. CBITICOE OF CORBENT INVENTORY METHODS
A perpetual system of inventory management requires that
there be a continual review or observation of the inventory
levels [Bef. 10]- However, there is no current mechanism
for perpetually recording clothing issues or sales. In
addition, the only required mechanism for recording the
inventory level is the quarterly physical inventory. The
only observation of inventory levels is when the clothing
locker personnel visually inspect the inventory bins. The
current system of quarterly recordings of inventory levels





Perpetual systems of inventory managament are extremely
useful, if used properly, and could be easily applied. to the
operations at the Cape May clothing facility. Some advan-
tages of a perpetual inventory model are:
1. The order size is known.
2. Allows management to know as quickly as possible
when the reorder point is reached.
3. Safety stock is only needed for the lead time period.
4. There is relative insensitivity to forecast and
parameter chang€s [Rsf. 9: p. 385.]
However, it should be noted that perpetual systems of inven-
tory management also have the following weaknesses:
1. If managers do not take the time to study inventory
levels of individual items, order quantities tend to
be established by clerks.
2. Reorder points, order quantities, and safety stock
levels may not be restudied or changed for years.
3. Delays in posting transactions can render the system
useless for management control.
4. Clerical errors or mistakes in posting transactions
can make the system impotent.
5. Numero'js independent orders can result in high
transportation and freight costs [Hef. 9].
Finally any perpetual type method of inventory management is
reactionary in nature and fails to utilize any informa-tion
besides demand history to anticipate future demand.
F. CCAST GDAED STSTEH IIDE INVEHTORY PEOCEDUHES
The general inventory management policy for retail stock
levels is:
The quantity of an item that a retail stocking activity
should have in inventory and on order shall be based en
the demand experience (iss ues) for the item during the most
recent twelve months [Ref- 6: p. IV-6-2].
23

The average monthly demand for an item is calculated fcy
summing the most recent 12 months issuing history,
subtracting any abnormal data, and dividing by 12, This
mean monthly demand is then used in the calculation cf the
Bequisiticning Objective and Reorder Point. In order for
the reader to gain an understanding of the Coasr Guard's
procedures it would te useful to first define the terms
Eequisiticning Objective and Reorder Point. These terms are
defined as follows:
1. RECUISmONING OBJECTIVE (RO) . The RO is the maximum
value cf the inventory position (the quantity of on
hand plus on order minus any backorders)
.
The RO is the sum of the:
a. Operating Level: That quantity of an item that
is required to sustain operations between orders.
This IS generally assuiaed to be three months*
supply
.
b. Order/Ship Time Level: That quantity cf an item
expected to be issued during the time interval
tetween order placement and receipt of goods.
This is assumed to be one month of supply.
c. Safety Level: That quantity which is an addition
tc the order/ship time levex to protect against
stock outages due to demands in excess of the
crder/ohip time levels durina that time interval
until the" order arrives.
This is assumed to be a one month's supply.
Therefore the SO is usually equal to
(3 + 1 •• 1 = 5) five months' supply.
2. RECEDER POINT (RP) . The reorder point is the
trigaer point cr the level used to remind the
inventorv manager that he needs to replenish
his stocks bv Placing another order. The RP
is the sura of the Safety Level and the
Order/Ship Time Level.
Therefore R? is equal to(1+1=2) two months' supply.
2a

These decision levels are basad on monthly demand
figures. The average monthly demand is posted and the
inventory position is observed until such time as the RF is
reached. The actual quantity to buy is determined by the
difference between the HO and the inventory position. The
net amount may be adjusted as necessary for minimum order
quantities cr for unit of issue packaging.
G. DEFINITION OF COfiST GOA RD INVENTORY EFFECTIVENESS
Supply effectiveness for district clothing lockers is
defined by the CG Comptroller's Manual as follows:
Supply Fund authorizations. Improved effectiveness can
best be achieved by careful stock management, i.e.:
stocking those items for which there is a predictable
demard and ordering on demand those items zor which it is
difficult to forecast demand [ Ref • 6]-
Supply effectiveness is determined by dividing the number of
line item issues by the number of line item requests for
items which are stocked. Stated differently, supply effec-
tiveness is reached if you satisfy 85% of the customers who
have requested items in stock.
Clearly, such a measure is inappropriate for recruits
since they need as close to 100^5 effectiveness as possible.
Unfortunately, the induction rate data is sometimes unreli-
able. If the recruit forecast were able to be improved to
the point where it was extremely reliable then a forecasting
system could be developed which would provide as high a
effectiveness as is statistically possible. Techniques to
improve this reliability are proposed in Chapter V.
25

17- ANALYSIS OF DEMAHD DATA
A. DEMAND EATA AHALYSIS OVERVIEW
The otjsctive of this Chapter is to provide the reader
with an explanation cf the underlying analysis that took
place regarding the formulation of the proposed inventory
control model. This Chapter will describe the data examined
and provide a discussion on the testing cf a hypothesis
which will become the basis for the use of empirical data in
the inventory control model. Finally, this chapter presents
a discussion of the clothing sales seasonality analysis.
This material is presented separately so that the presenta-
tion cf the proposed inventory model in Chapter V will not
be encumbered with background material.
B. BATEBIAL BZAHINSD
''
• 13§i^ and F e male Sea bags
In conducting an examination of the Cape May
clothing locker, over 1200 stock record cards, representing
all cf the sizes and items reguired for the male and female
seabags, were examined. Quarterly demand history for each
size cf each item in the sample was constructed by adding
receipts (orders in) to the beginning balance on the stcck
record card and subtracting the ending balance for the
period being examined. Some stock record cards contained
two or three years' cf data while others such as those for
fast moving items, only contained one year's data. At least
cne year's data was available for all of the items in the




Although service stripes and rating badges are part
of the uniform, no attempt was made here zo include them as
part of the seabag data analyzed.
Appendix C contains annual demand figures that were
calculated for every size of every item in the male seabag
during the period January 1, 1982 to December 31, 1982.
The enlisted recruiting statistics from fiscal year
1981, 1982, and the first quarter of 1983 were examined
next. The enlisted recruiting statistics were essential in
calculating the quantity of items that had been issued to
recruits during the period being examined. The use of this
information is described in the next section.
Since the Training Center at Cape May has been the
only recruit training center for women, a review of all of
the sizes and itams in the female seabag was conducted as
well. Data for the women's seabags were extracted and
compiled as described above. Appendix D contains the annual
demand figures for every size of every item in the female
seabag.
2 • Enlistment Data
Monthly, quarterly and annual anlisted recruiting
statistics were extracted from the FY 1981 and 1982 Annual
Beport of Enlisted Recruiting Statistics [ Ref . 11]- In
order to capture the demand that ths recruits placed on the
clothing system, the number of recruits times the quantity
of an item (ignoring size) in the seabag was determined tc
be the recruit demand. The summary of recruiting statistics
used in this analysis is contained in Appendix E for FY-1981
and Appendix ? fcr FY-1982.
It should be noted that until March 1982 there were
two recruit training centers in the Coast Guard. The other
Training Center was in Alameda, California, and only trained
male recruits. It was closed at the and of March 1982 and
27

all recruit training was concentrated at the Cape May
facility. Upon closure, a major portion of the Alameda
uniform stock was shipped to the Cape May clothing facility,
The data analysis that follows assumes a single training
center.
C. RECRDIT DEMAND HCDEL
a recruit demand model is an important part of the
inventory mcdel. Analysis of the recruit demand data
provided the structure for that mcdel.
Since the number cf uniform items in the seabag is so
large it was first necessary to limit the data examination
to several uniform items from the seabag. These items were
selected based on available data history from their stock
record cards and because they are indicative of the total
population of clothing items. The seabag items that were
analyzed in detail included the light blue short sleeved
shirt, the utility blue working shirt, skivvies, and ball
caps
.
A matrix, like that in Table II, was constructed fcr
each itei. Column A specifies the item and the amount of
the item reguired to te in the seabag as set by the
Commandant (G-P) , column B lists the various sizes of the
item, and cclumn C presents the total demand fcr each size
of the item for calerdar year 1982.
The hypothesis of normality was tested using the
CHI-Sguare goodness of fit test. Unfortunately none of the
distributions passed the goodness of fit test, which means
that the observed sample distribution did not "fit" closely
enough tc the theoretical distribution so that the latter















Since the Chi-Square goodness of fit test failed, the
probabilities associated with the demands for each size of a
given item was based exclusively upon rhe empirical data. A
close inspection suggests a distribution skewed zo the right
for all i-ems coming in sizes. This is probably due to the
fact that the demand distribution reflects the aggregate of
demands from men and women.
The data matrix in Table II can now be expanded to
reflect the empirical probabilities associated with each
size of each item. labia III contains the Table II data in
columns A through C and the empirical probabilities are in
column C. Table III also contains subdivisions of the total
demand into that for recruits and that for all other
personnel ("sales") .
Data for column E was calculated as the product of the
number of recruits trained during the period, the required
seabag quantity and the probability of the size.- The
reasoning behind this is that if there were 3745 recruits
that received 2 shirts each, there would be a total of 74 90
shirts that should have been issued to recruits. The
distribution of issues by sizes of the total shirts issued
to recruits was assumed to follow the population probability
values (column D) . Column F was generated by subtracting
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Totals: 13163 1.0000 7490 5673
column E from Column C. This is the basis of the recruit
demand model that will be used in ^he inventory control
model
.
D. SALES DEMAND DATA
Sales data (column F, Table III) were examined for the
sample items lis-ed earlier as well as several other inems
from the seabag, for any seasonality affects. It was
expected, fcr example, that short sleeved shirts are sold
more frequently in the summer months tnan in the winter
months. Cn the ether hand, the demand for skivvies was not
expected to be seasonal. The sales data were therefore
plotted ever the two years of available records. Figure 4.1
is a graph of rhe six items that were examined for season-
ality.
Nc anticipated seasonal spikes appeared, however, there
was an obvious overall downward trend of the items scld.
This decreasing trend in sales can be explained by the
decrease in total personnel end strength that occurred in
the Ccast Guard during the same period of time.
Even after the data was adjusted for the decreasing
population the items listed in Figure 4.1 showed virtually
no season fluctuations. Thus, the demand for those items
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Figure U.I An Evaluation of the Seasonality of Sales.
for which seasonality was expected to be a factor did not
show any such effect and the demand for those for which




Ths sal€s demand model for an item is therefore assumed
to be a function of the end strength population with xhe new
"tariff" distribution describing the spread of demand "ever
size.
E- SOMMARY OF DATA EIAfllNED
In summary, the demand data analysis has been used to
develop the basis for recruit and sales demand models. Both
contain the tariff model as an integral element. The
recruit demand model should obviously be directly related to
the induction schedule and the sales to the end strength
population. Seasonal affects on sales apparently do not
exist
.
Separate demand models for recruits and sales can be
expected to provide a more accurate rotal forecast of future
demand. The next chapter will address the development and
implementation of an inventory model that will incorporate
these separate demand functions. That model should provide
an effective solution to the uniform inventory control
problem at Cape Hay.
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7. THE £BQPOSED INVENTOM MQPgL
A. INVENTOHY CONSIDERATIOH S
In the development of a proposed inventory model for
uniform items, it is important to keep in mind the nature of
the problem and how the management of inventory will relate
to the operation of the clothing facilities. As previously
noted, there are currently excessive numbers of items in
those sizes that turn over slowly and there are persistent
stock outages in many of the popular (high demand) items.
With this in mind, the important factors that any proposed
inventory medal should have are: first, it should contain a
method for determining the correct amount of stock to carry
and second, it should be implementable at a reasonable cost.
In order to develop a model that will accurately deter-
mine the correct amount of stock to carry on hand, a
thorough understanding of the demands placed on that system
is needed. As was discussed in the previous Chapter, the
demands en the Cape May clothing facility come from essen-
tially two populations, recruit demands and sales demands.
Since the demand requirements placed on the clothing support
system come from these two diverse communities, it makes
sense that their analysis should be conducted separately.
Therefore the demands for the recruit population and for the
sales population will be forecasted separately as will their
requisite safety stocks. The proposed inventory control
model will then weave these demand forecasts and safety
stock forecasts into one effective model.
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B- THE EBOEOSED INVENTORY MODEL
The proposed inventory model is a periodic review -model
that uses quarterly reviews. The proposed model attempts to
use advantageously seme of the existing system's limita-
tions. Periodic inventory review inventory models have the
following advantages that are applicable to this situation:
1. With the periodic inventory system the
guantiry ro be ordered is not fixed and
the decision maker changes the quantity
ordered to reflect changes in demand rata.
2. The reorder point is variable.
Orders can be placed after the review
point without having to wait for a
minimum level of inventory to be reached.
3. The lead time for filling orders can be fixed
or variable.
4. The periodic inventory system is well suited for
inventory control when the supoly sources are fe'
inventory comes from a central' warehouse.
5. The periodic model provides improved management
information due to accurate record ccunts'[Ref. 10]
Such a model appears especially appropriate for use by
Cape May because Cape Hay is required to conduct quarterly
physical inventories [Ref. 6] and most of their uniform
inventory comes from one source, DPSC. Because of these
quarterly reviews, the proposed inventory model will
generate periodic orders (quarterlyl for all items. The
combining of orders can save money by lowering ordering
costs in the following ways:
1. It is much less expensive to add another inventory
item to the same order than place a second
order by itself.
2. There may be savings in transportation costs by
shipping* several items together.
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3. Unloading and receiving costs may be less [ Rsf . 13].
Finally, it is just mere convenient to order quarterly for
the personnel involved in managing the clothing facility.
One feature of the proposed system is that the user must
recognize that with a fixed order period, the safety stock
level must be sufficient to provide protection against
demand fluctuations during both zhe review period and th9
lead time. A simple hut effective means for dealing with
the additional coverage required by periodic review models
is to convert the sum of the review interval and the order
lead time to a constant factor and multiply the quarterly
demand forecast by that constant. Since the lead times from
DPSC are fairly consistent at 20 days plus or minus 10 days,
[Ref. 16] it is felt that the use of a constant is warrented
in this situation. Table IV provides such factor values
assuming there are 9 1 days in a quarter.
TABLE IV










In order to facillitate the reader's understanding of













The development cf ths proposed model requires a recrui-t
damand forecast: and a sales deaand forecast. These forecast
models are discussed in detail in the nex-c two sections.
C. BECBDIT DEMAND FCEECASTING
There are two parts to the forecasting model for pred-
icting recruit demands. The first part is the actual number
of recruits the Coast Guard plans to induct. This plan is
created in USCG Headquarters, Commandant (G-PMR) , and is
based on the allowable Coast Guard force size set forth by
Congress. The number of anticipated recruits is determined
by the number of expected discharges, retirements, promo-
tions, etc.
Prior to the training center consolidation in March cf
1982, the number of recruits trained were geographically
split on a 60/UO basis, with approximately 60% of the male
recruits going to Cape May and 40% of the male recruits
going tc Alameda.. All women recruits were trained in Cape
May regardless of their geographical point of entry into the
Coast Guard. The number of recruits trained for a given
year was allocated tc the training centers with some minor
seasonal peaks occurring roughly in the spring and fail.
After the consolidation of recruit training at Cape May,
the expected number of recruits was 440 per month except for
December when 220 was scheduled [Ref. 14]. The actual
numbers are not these values because of the effect volatile
attrition rates have en the total end strength.
After the estimated recruiting requirements have been
calculated by the Commandant (G-PMR) , the forecast is
distributed to the Commandant (G-FL?) who is responsible for
managing the Coast Guard Supply Fund and for policy guidance





Onca a recruit induction schedule is known, the empir-
ical data can be used to forecast zhe expected or average
recruit demand for each size of each irem. For example, if
400 recruits are anticipated for the upcoming quarter, then
the expected recruit demands for the short sleeved utility
shirts would be as shewn in Table 7 below.
TABLE V
Recruit Utility Shirt Forecast
SE&BAG EXPECTED


























These figures are obviously easily calculated for every item
in the seabag.
This model follows the philosophy of Materials
Bequirements Planning (MRP) . MRP has been found to be
particularly useful in production when demand for a parx is
dependent cr. the demand for the completed product [Ref- 15].
The dependent demand variable could be the number of legs
required for finishing a table or, as in this case, the
number of each item that goes into making up a complete
seabag which each recruit is supposed ro receive. The idea
behind MEE is that all of the necesary components, sub-
components, and sub-sub-components are on hand prior zo when
they are needed for the finished product. The components
and sub-ccmponents are listed and planned out in layers, the
deeper the layer the smaller the sub-component. If the
seabag can te considered as a finished good, then all of the
items required for it need to be on hand prior to the demand
caused by the recruits' arrival.
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Using the 400 racruit example cited above it is clear
that UOO complete seabags are needed in order to outfit
chose recruits. As was stated above, rhe average demand fo:
each size in this seabag can be determined. However, it is
possible that demand will exceed this average. Additional
stock is needed to reduce this possibility. That stock is
called safety stock. However, to build up a safety stock
which would eliminate the possibility of a shortage in all
cases could be very expensive. Therefore a level of safety
stock that prevents a shortage in less than all cases is
needed. This "service level" is defined as the percent of
time that all demands are met from on hand stock. Stated
differently, the service level is one minus the probability
of being out of stock. For example a 90% service level has
a one in ten chance of being out of stock. It should be
noted that the higher the desired service level, the higher
will be the required safety stock with its associated inven-
tory carrying costs [Ref. 15]
The appropriate level of safety stock can be calculated
using the following formula:
S^AFETr STOCK - TL-a (egn 5.1)
The term Z is defined as the number of standard deviations
equivalent to the desired service level and Q" is the stan-
dard deviation of the demand for a given size of item in the
scheduled seabags [Ref. 15]
As with the average demand the level of safety stock is
dependent upon the number of recruits expected. In crder to
approximate the standard deviation needed for the safety
stock calculation, a standard deviation rate per recruit is
calculated for each item. The idea behind the standard
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deviation rate per recrui-^ is to link the quantity of saf=ty
stock to the number of recruits expected for inductici;.
Further, the rate is calculared per size so that the proper
quantity of each size can be ordered with respect to the
number of recruits. The following steps outline the calcu-
lation of the standard deviation of demand per recruit for
size XS Utility shirts:
1. Eegin the construction of a table of data like Table VI
by listing the demands for a given size and the number of
recruits involved for each quarter of available data.
TABLE VI
Recruit Standard Deviation Example
QTR. RECRUIT «0F EXPECTED DEV. DEV.
DEMANDS RECRUITS DEMANDS PER RECRUIT
Xq Nq Urg Dg Drg
MAS 81 133 S58 48.95 84.05 .0877
JUN 81 24 503 25.70 -1.70 -.0034
SEP 81 34 521 26.62 7.38 .0142
DEC 8 1 34 477 24.37 9.63 .0202
MAR 82 23 S86 50.38 -27. 38 -.0278
JUN 8 2 34 1000 51. 10 -17. 10 -.0171
SEP 8 2 35 1027 52.48 -17.48 -.0171
DEC 8 2 732 37.40 -37.40 -.0512
Total 317 6204
2. Calculate the average demand per recruit by dividing the
sum of the recruit demands by the total number of recruits
as is illustrated in Equation 5.2 below.
8
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3. Ccmputs the expected (predicted) demand during each
quarter as the product of the average demand per recruit and
the tctal induction quantity (Equation 5.3).
f^r^-flr • N^- 0.0512 '958=4S.95(roR riAA^w nsi) i^^^- 5.3)
U. The difference between the observed (actual) demands and
the expected demands calculated in equation 5.3 is called
the deviation, Dq (Equation 5.4).
D^^X.-y^^.g"/33-4^.95-?4.05(poRMft<VCH n«l) (eqn 5.4)
5. The deviation calculated in Equation 5.4 is divided by
the number cf recrui-^s t.o get: the deviation per recruit
(Equation 5.5).
^r,= T?-= ^^ ^ 0.0S77 (eqn 5.5)
N<^ 95 8
6. The final step is to compute the estimate of the stan-
dard deviation of demand per recruit. This is done by
squaring each deviaticn, summing the squared deviations,
dividing this sum by N-1 quarters, and making the square
root cf the result (Equation 5.6) .
From this recruit standard deviation rate the standard devi-
ation of the total demand for a given size such as XS can be
computed using Equation 5.7:
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0.0056 - 0.02S> (^gn 5.6
N-/ V 7
<^«£CAU.TS = Y^r^ ^^^"^ ^''^
where: N = number of recruits.
The above calculations, although lengthy, can easily te
performed or. any of the commercially available programmable
calculators such as the Texas Instruments TI-59. Also an
application could easily be created for the new C-3 Coast
Guard teriinal.
The next step is to determine when to place an order so
that it arrives by the time the recruits need the seabags.
According to Shipping and Receiving personnel of the Cape
May clothing facility the average lead time to get an order
filled from DPSC is approximately 20 days [Ref- 16]. This
means that the order for the '^00 recruits will need to be
placed at least 20 days prior to the time the clothing is
needed. Now if the system only orders once a quarter and a
periodic review cf on-hand inventory is made 20 days before
the start cf the quarter, the recruit demand over the 20
days plus the next quarter needs to be forecasted. Thus the
recruit induction schedule for that time period must be
totaled. Then the expected demand rate per recruit and the
standard deviation of demand rate can be used in equations
5.3 and 5.7 to determine the mean demand and the standard
deviation of demand over the 20 days plus the quarter.
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It is probably easier tc ignore rhe 20 days in initially
implementing this forecasting model and use merely quarterly
induction totals and then apply the lead time factor from
Table IV. This is what is assumed for the remainder of this
chapter.
Finally, the forecast parameter can then be combined
with those from sales to determine the forecast of total
demand.
D. SALES DEMAND FORECASTING
As was discussed in chapter IV, the stock record cards
data merely reflect the total issues during the quarter and
do not identify either the recruit or sales population sepa-
rately. The total demand figures from the raw data were
split by subtracting those demands that were expected tc
apply to the recruits and the remainder was assumed to be
the sales figure for the quarter. The writer recognizes
that part of this so-called sales figure could consist cf
items that were either lost or stolen or issued in kind (a
free replacement of an item) . However, in the absence of
any better data, this sales figure should be useful for
forecasting the expected or average demand.
In terms of a sales forecasting model that would be
fairly easy to use yet would be sophisticated enough to
yield accurate forecasts, the single exponential smoothing
model was considered the most promising. Exponential
smoothing is advantageous in that it gives greater weight to
the mere recent observations in demand without fluctuating
rapidly tc an occasional extreme shift in demand [Ref. 17:
pp. 93-94.]. Also it takes into consideration the past
forecasting errors in order to help focus in on the actual
demand. Additionally, the exponential smoothing forecasting




Ths fcrniula for the exponential smoothing forecastir.g
mode] is as follows:




f(i • 1) = the forecast for next quarter,
d(i) = the actual demand for the quarter jast ended,
f (i) = the forecast from rhe previous period, and
QC = a. constant.
The smoothing constant, alpha, is usually determined
judgmentally depending on the sensitivity of response
desired for the model. Alpha lies between zero (no weight
to recent actual demands) and one (all weight on recent
actual demands) [Ref. 10: p. 40.] The smaller the value of
alpha, the slower the response to changes in demand and
conversely the larger the alpha the faster the response to
changes in demand [Ref. 17: p. 93.] Guideline values for
alpha range between 0-1 and 0.3 [Ref- 10: p- 40.] An alpha
of 0.3 is suggested as being slightly mere responsive to
current demands. It is able -o track major demand trend
changes while smoothing out random fluctuations-
This forecasting model is slightly cumbersome in that
the recruit demands must first be separated from the total
demands and the residual is then what is left for fore-
casting sales demand. The exponential smoothing model could
be easier to use if data regarding sales demand were kept
separate from recruit demands. Although keeping separa-^e
demand histories would be prohibitively time consuming and
expensive under the current manual inventory management
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scheme, it is not expected to be so when the "point cf sale"
data terninals are installed. According zo CDR Brian
Sonner, OSCG, the current Chief of the Accounting
Develcpment Staff in Ccasx. Guard Headijuarters , the purchase
and installation of the point of entry equipment will take
place by the summer cf 1983 [Ref. 18].
The sales standard deviation forecasting model has teen
designed so xhat it is similar to that of the expected sales
demand forecasting model for simplicity and similarity of
operation. The model was constructed so that it too would
he responsive to changes in demand, but not so much so that
it would fluctuate wildly under unusual demands. It is
based en forecasting the mean absolute deviation (MAE) . The
MAD is related to ths standard deviation of demand by the
following formula [Ref. 10; p. 31:]
0"^ALES =/. 25 X HAD (eqn 5.9)
Equation 5. 10 is for forecasting the MAD.
HAD, . = q;
(n+i) %r\H)<'-^)^y) (eqn 5. 10)
where:
MAD(n+1) = the forecasted mean absolute
deviation (MAC) for the next quarter. ,
|f (n) - d(n) j = the absolute value
cf the current quarter's deviation where
f (n) is the demand forecast and d (n) was
the actual demand for the past quarter.
MAD (n) , is the mean absolute deviation
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fcr this quarter that was forecasted last
quarter.
The value of the smoothing constant, alpha, should be
selected so as to be reasonably responsive to changes in
demand. The value of 0.3 is again suggested for the same
reasons as those mentioned for the exponential smoothing
modal for expected sales discussed in the preceding section.
E. TOTAL DEMAND FORECAST HODEL
The total demand over a quarter is the sum of the
demands from recruit inductions and sales. The expected
demand from each source can be forecast as discussed above.
Similarly, the standard deviations of demand can also b«=
forecast as described above.
The forecast of expected total demand is then the sum of
the expected quarterly demand from the recruits and sales;
that is.
^TorAL" ^recruits"" f^SMSS '^^" '•"'
The forecast of the standard deviation of total demand is
determined from summing the squared standard deviations of
the quarterly recruit and sales demands and taking the
square root of the sum. Equation 5.12 illustrates the
calculation.
C - n/n^ ^i^~G^ («<3^ 5.12)
as

Insufficient data exists to be able ro test hypotheses
about the underlying probability distributions associated
with quarterly recruit and sales demands for a given size of
a given item. However, the assumption of quarterly demand
in each case being ncrmally distributed is quite reasonable
given the quantities demanded. In fact, the a. S. Navy uses
the normal distribution for all items for which the fore-
casted expected quarterly demand exceeds five units
[Ref. 19].
If the normality assumption is made for the recruit and
sales demands, from the probability theory [Ref. 12] the
total quarterly demand will also be normally distributed
with a mean demand of D (total) and a standard deviation of
0"(tctal) . A basic requirement is that the recruit and
sales demands are statistically independent (i.e.: no
correlation exists in a given quarter). This requirement
may not te completely satisfied but the discrepancy is
expected to be sniall since recruits would not be expected to
begin affecting sales demand until the quarter following
their induction.
F. THE INVENTORY HODEL
As was stated earlier, a periodic review model has been
proposed. The time between reviews is to be three months in
keeping with the current Coast Guard review interval. The
time when the review should be conducted and the amount of
each size of item to crder remain to be specified.
The time for the review should be a procurement lead
time (approximately 20 days) before the start of the
quarter. It would be logical therefore to take the physical
inventory count just prior to this time. If, on the other
hand, the time when the count is taken is fixed as the end
cf a quarter, then demand forecast should be based on the
three months beainnina when the order arrives.
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A quantity of stock should be ordered so that adequate
service is provided to recruits and customers until the next
order arrives. The quantity to be ordered will also depend
upon the on-hand inventory at the rime of placing an order.
The Requisition Objective (RO) for this model should be
the sum cf the expected demand over the lead time plus one
quarter and some safety stock [Ref. 20]. The expected
demand over the lead time plus one quarter can be computed
as the product of the forecast cf -oral demand for a quarter
and the appropriate factor from Table IV; that is, if the
lead time is 20 days, then the factor will be 1.18 and the
product is.
'roT^L X /J8 (*5qn 5. 13)
The safety level will depend upon the level of service
that is d€sired. As was mentioned earlier, service level is
the percentage of demands that are filled from on-hand
stock. The formula for computing safety stock is Equation
5. 14,
SAFETY ST0CIC= Z" OVo-rAi. t*^^^ 5- '"^^
where Z is determined from the normal probability distribu-
tion once a service level has been specified. Table VII

















Once the value cf this Requisitioning Objective has been
established, the quantity to be ordered will be the differ-
ence between the RO and the on-hand quantity obtained from
the just ccirpleted inventory count.
If the scheduled recruit inductions per quarter fluc-
tuate, -h€ the RO will fluctuate in direc- reaction to these
fluctuations. On the other hand, the axponential smoothing
model for sales will attempt to net be over-r eacrive zc
recent random fluctuations.
G. SERVICE LEVELS
In order to clarify and quantify the significance of
service levels on safety stock, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted using the previous utility shirt data over various
service levels from 50% to 99.9%. (Note: you can never
achieve 100%, you can only approach it.) The purpose of the
sensitivity analysis is to demonstrate the cost sensitivity
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of carryirg inventory as a function of service level. Ths
analysis is contained in Table VIII
TABLE VIII
Incremental Carrying Costs as a Function of Service Level
SERVICE Z SIZE SIZE SIZE SIZE SIZE
LEVEL VALUE XS S M L XL TOTAL
50% 0.00 $0$0$0 $ JO $ Q
85% 1.0U 17 120 180 60 9 3 86
90% 1.28 1U6 86U 989 436 26 2461
95% 1.64 334 1986 2968 993 60 6241
98% 2.05 548 3253 4708 1635 94 10238
99.9% 3.05 1070 6351 9194 3193 188 19997
It is easy to see that costs increase rapidly as -he
service level nears 1.0. It is interesting to note that it
costs approximately 20% more to provide rhe additional 5%
service leval increase from the 85% lavel to the 90% level.
Ideally, the service levels in all of the Coast Guard's
clothing facilities should have the depth of safety stock
needed tc satisfy 99.9% of the demands. However, the
carrying costs for providing this high level of service are
nearly triple the costs of the current 85% level of service
as the data in Table VIII illustrates.
It is important tc mention that a one-time inventmert to
establish the sales safety stock is also necessary. Thus,
any decision regarding the levels of desired service will
have to be carefully -empered with the right blend of cost




This chapter has presanted a model for inventory conT:rol
of Ccast Guard clothing and small stores at the USCG
Training Center, Cape May, New Jersey. The model uses an
aggregate of separate forecasts for recruit and sales
demands. The forecasting models were developed indepen-
dently because of the differing nature of their data bases.
Both the forecast of expected recruit demand and sales
demand and the respective standard deviations for the quar-
terly interval between inventory counts are needed. The
standard deviations are used to compute the safety stocks
for this model. These stocks can be adjusted to provide any
desired level of service. It should be noted, however, that
any safety stock decision to provide a higher level of
service than is currently provided for sales will necessi-
tate a one-time only purchase of additional stock.
Chapter VI will discuss some of the implementation
issues regarding the proposed inventory control model.
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VI. CONCIOSIONS AND RECOMMEMDATIONS
This thesis has reviewed the inventory control and
managemant procedures of clothing and small stores at the
USCG Training Center at Cape May, New Jersey. It was not=d
that the current system of inventory management is a manu-
ally operated HI-LO system that generates orders for items
when the inventory drops to a certain pre-established level.
The current system is reactionary in nature and as a conse-
quence has been unable to adequately satisfy both the
recruit and sales demands. Although the value of the tctal
clothing inventory is large, about $1.3 million, continued
stock shortages exist in popular items. A significant
amount of the inventory value is tied up in many years*
worth of stcck of non-moving or extremely slow moving items.
It is clear that an inventory of this significance is in
need cf mere management attention than it has received in
the past.
A periodic review inventory model is proposed for
managing the clothing and small stores system at Cape May.
It is believed that the proposed system offers improvements
in forecasting the anticipated demand and by utilizing some
of the existing system's perceived limitations such as;
required quarterly physical inventories, advantageously.
The current forecast cf the anticipated numbers of recruits
to be inducted each mcnt h, promulgated by Commandant
(G-PMR) , is not being utilized to predict recruit uniform
demands and it is logical that those schedules should be
used. The proposed model therefore includes the recruit
forecast as an essential factor.
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The proposed model is also an improvement in the safrty
stock area. The existing method of providing safety stock
for protection against unusual demands is to stock an extra
months' supply based en the average monthly demands. The
proposed model forecasts the quarterly average and standard
deviation of demand and uses the latter to determine the
needed safety stock.
It was noted that there currently exists a stated
service level of 85% for District clothing lockers, but the
district clothing lockers only deal with retail sales. It
is reccmmended that this level of service be reviewed in
light of the Commandant's objectives.
Since the Cape Say facility deals with recruit demands
as well as retail demands out of the same inventory it is
not possible to have two service levels such as 98% for
recruits and 85% for sales. This is because the lower
stated level would inevitably "rob" from the higher level.
This could be resolved by having the inventories for each
population be physically separate. If this is practical
then it is recommended that a high service level such as 95%
be stated for the training center facility. It is clear
that the recruit population should receive substantially
higher service levels. The argument in favor of a combined
inventory is that a Icwer aggregate safety level is required
because any low demands by one customer type provides extra
stock for the other customer type.
The inplementaticn of the proposed model will not save
costs immediately because of the one-time investment ("get
well costs") needed to bring the level of sales safety stock
up to the point where the desired service level can be
provided for the fast moving sizes. The best balance
between desired levels of service and inventory carrying
costs is difficult tc determine. It will indeed need to be
resolved at a high management level before this inventory
model can be implemented.
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In the long run tha benefits of better custcmei service,
increased invsntcry accuracy, and increased service morale
will accrue. Additicnally , any inventory managemen-^ system,
such as the proposed model, will help slow the current
growth in tctal inventory ceiling value by controlling costs
through anticipating demand.
Although the sales demand forecast and requsite safety
stock forecast was developed for the Cape May facility, the
"sales" portion cf the model is implementable at District
and Headquarters unit clothing lockers throughout the Coast
Guard. Clearly there are advantages to forecasting antici-
pated demands for these other retail outlets with a better
model. It is recommended that the sales portion of this
model be considered for implementation at other retail
clothing facilities in the Coast Guard.
The proposed system is an important first step in
improving the inventory management of clothing within the
Coast Guard. It is not offered as a panacea for there will
undoubtedly be improvements and refinements that can be
made. However, the proposed system is considered to be a



































Cap, Watch (Seasonal) 2.07
Drawers, Cotton 6.24
Gloves, Black (Seasonal) 16 .19
Insignia, Garrison Cap 1.46
Utility, Jacket 19.33
Workshirts, SS 17.12
Shirt, LB SS 5.83
Shirts, Work LS 21.36














2 Coat, Dress 119.18
2 Covers, Crown 4.8 8
1 Frame, Hat 6.13
1 Insignia, Dress 2.07
2 Shields, Gold 4.0 8
1 Mount, Hat 1.5 2
1 Necktie 1.9 4
1 Shirt, White LS 8.36
2 Trouser, Dress 36.08
2 Strip, SA .96
1 Gloves, White 5.16
3 Shirts, LB LS 24.84
2 Shirts, LB SS 11.66







1 Cap, Garrison 8.36
4 Towels 8.00
1 Shoes, Safety 21.99
2 Shirts, Work LS 31.66
1 Cap, Watch 2.0 7
1 Shoes, Gym 9.30
2 Shirt, Work SS 18.58
1 Shirt, LB SS 6.9 8
1 Insignia, Garrison 1.46
1 Gloves, Black 2.89
6 Anklets 5.16
1 Raincoat 39.0 5
4 Slacks, Undress 69.76
1 Shoes, Oxford 16.60
1 Belt .76
1 Buckle .42
1 Cap, Work 2.5 2
1 Jacket, Utility 19.33





1 Gloves, White 2.89
1 Handbag 11.76
2 Ascots 7.92
1 Necktie, Black 1.77
1 Scarf, White 2.0 7
1 Raincover 2.34
1 Tanktop 6.6 7
1 Sweater, LS 7.18
1 Shirt, White 8.66
2 Shirts, LB SS 13.96
1 Cap, Dress 27.22
1 Insignia, Dress 2.07
2 Coats, Trop 6 5.26
3 Shirts, LB LS 22.47
2 Coats, Dress 78.92
2 Shields, Gold 4.0 8
1 Skirt, Dress 11.98
2 Slacks, Dress 19.82
2 Stripes, SA 1.10




FACTORS FOR MEN'S AND VJOMEN ' S UNIFORMS
MEN • S






















































































































DRESS COAT DRESS TROUSERS DRESS TROUSERS UNDRESS TROUSERS UNDRESS TROUSERS
(con't) (con't)
33S .00'* 27S .007 41R .001 27S .004 42R .005
33R .00'4 27R .007 41L .001 27R .010 A2L .005
34S .009 27L .002 42R .001 27L .003 khR .002
3AR .015 27XL .001 42L .002 27XL .004 kkL .002
3'«L .004 28S .013 42XL .002 28S .016
35S .010 28R .014 44R .002 28R .029
35R .0^(1 28L .004 28L .009
35L .010 28XL .002 28XL .004
36S .018 29S .021 29S .025
36R .O^iB 29R .041 29R .028
36L .033 29L .019 29L .012
36XL .010 29XL .002 29XL .007
37S .024 30S .034 ' 30S .032
37R .089 30R .063 30R .100
37L .038 30L .041 30L .028
37XL .017 30XL .010 30XL .007
38S .017 31S .027 31S .022
38R .095 31R .074
* 31R .078
38L .032 31L .045 31L .040
38XL .014 31XL .010 31XL .002
39S .008 32S .027 32S .028
39R .078 32R .080 32R .054
39L .035 32L .016 32L .032
39XL .014 32XL .004 32XL .004
^lOS .014 33S .015 33S .019
i»OR .042 33R ,053 33R .054
iiOL .050 33L .032 33L .033
40XL .017 33XL .011 33XL .011
MS .007 34S .011 .34S .012
iilR
.032 34R .055 34R .051
i>1L
.032 34L .038 34L .018
41XL .013 34XL .011 34XL .008
'l2S .003 35S .024 355 .010
AZR .027 35R .026 35R .035
A2L .031 35L .025 35L .012
^2XL .008 35XL .005 35XL .009
^3S .003 36S .005 36S .007
i^BR .010 36R .027 36R .038
^11 .011 36L .020 36L .021
A3XL .008 36XL .005 36XL .005
A^S .002 37S .001 37R .003
ij^iR
.009 37R .009 37L .002
i*4L
.006 37L .010 37XL .004
khXl .004 37XL .003 38S .004
A5R .001 38S .001 38R .020
'^SL .001 38r .012 38L .007
/ss .001 38L .009 38XL .005
^iSR .001 38XL .002 39S .001
46L .001 39R .001 39R .003
•
f»7R
.001 39L .004 39L .001
it7L
.001 39XL .002 39XL .003
i)8R





















































































































































































































































































































































































TROPICAL COAT DRESS SKIRT
bR .DOS bS .010
7S .D07 bR .010
7R .oia bL .010
as • 007
?S • DOS
aR • DIE 7R .013










=!R •oEaUS .Db3 1L • DEM
IIR .oas IDS .OMS
IIL •Dia lOR .DM7
lER .isa IQL .011
lEL .D31 lis • OMO
13S .DOS IIR .041
13R .0S3
IIL .03S
13L .DEO lES .ODS
IMR •oaT lER .oaa
IML • oai lEL • Olb
ISS .013 13S .D13
ISR • 047 13R • D^E
ISL .010 13L .oia
IbR .Olb IMS .DE7
IbL .0E4 14R • DSD
laR .DOS IML • OSS
laL .03b ISS • DID
EDR .011 ISR .oaa
SOL • DOS ISL • OMa







































































MEN'S CLOTHING SIZE PROBABILITY DATA
ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY




Dress Hat Insignia 3276 1
Garrison Hat Insignia 9893 1
Name Tags 11825 1
Neck Tie 7591 1


























































































































































ITEM SIZE 1982! QUANTITY PROBABILITY
Long Sleeve White 14-1/2--33 98 .0329

























































































































































































































































ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
Long Sleeve Light 17--32 19 .0016
Blue Shirt 17--33 20 .0017
(continued) 17--34 36 .0031


































39 S 196 .0274
R 4 34 .0608
L 328 .0459
XL 147 .0206








































































































ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
Dress Pants
(continued)






















































5 R 2 .0002





6 R 9 .0011




7 N 2 .0002
7 R 148 .0175




8 N 2 .0002
8 R 653 .0774




9 N 2 .0002
9 R 1085 .1286




10 N 2 .0002
10 R 836 .0991




11 N 2 .0002
11 R 458 .0543










SIZE 196\2 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
12 N
12 R 223 .0265





13 R 6 .0007
13 W 4 .0004
4 R 1 .0002
4 W 5 .0010




5 XN 4 .0008
5 N 10 .0020
5 R 5 .0010




6 N 17 .0034
6 R 38 .0076




7 N 12 .0024
7 R 175 .0352




8 N 11 .0022
8 R 412 .0829




9 N 1 .0002
9 R 582 .1171










SIZE 19812 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
10 N
10 R 552 .1111




11 N 1 .0002
11 R 206 .0414





12 R 85 .0171





13 R 2 .0004






























WOMEN'S CLOTHING SIZE PROBABILITY DATA
ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY




Short Sleeve XS 23
Work Shirt S 162
M 221
L 68
Short Sleeve 8 5







White Shirt 6 S 84
Long Sleeve R 32
L






































































































ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
Light Blue
























Anklets 5-8-1/2 396 .8216
9-11-1/2 86 .1784
Necktie 473 1
Light Blue Dress 13-26-31 2 .0010













ITEM SIZE 19 82 QUANTITY PROBABILITY






















































































ITEM SIZE 19 82 QUANTITY


























































ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY






8 S 12 .0113
R 36 .0340
L 30 .0284
9 S 18 .0170
R 15 .0142
L 13 .0123
10 S 16 .0151
R N/A
L 19 .0180
11 S 1 .0009
R 76 .0718
L 35 .0331
12 S 33 .0312
R 115 .1087
L 38 .0359
13 S 62 .0586
R N/A
L 32 .0302
14 S 7 .0066
R 79 .0747
L 37 .0350
15 S 6 .0057
R 41 .0388
L 45 .0425
16 S 15 .0142
R 56 .0529
L 15 .0142
































































































































Slacks 6 S 27 .0164
R 32 .0194
L 40 .0243
7 S 14 .0085
R 60 .0364
L 32 .0194
8 S 2 .0012
R 80 .0486
L 64 .0389
9 S 39 .0237
R 45 .0273
L 19 .0115
10 S 28 .0170
R 58 .0352
L 54 .0328
11 S 75 .0456
R 22 .0133
L 86 .0522
12 S 38 .0230
R 79 .0480
L 82 .0498
13 S 17 .0103
R 56 .0340
L 36 .0218
14 S 35 .0212
R 76 .0462
L 86 .0522
15 S 39 .0237
R 36 .0218
L 40 .0243





ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY PROBABILITY
Slacks 18 S 34 .0206
(continued) R 25 .0152
L 41 .0249














Skirt 6 S 5 .0071
R 22 .0316
L 11 .0158
7 S 5 .0071
R 7 .0100
L 2 .0028
8 S 11 .0158
R 25 .0359
L 12 .0172
9 S 3 .0043
R 14 .0201
L 23 .0330
10 S 21 .0302
R 19 .0273
L 18 .0259
11 S 1 .0014
L 32 .0460
12 S 11 .0158
R 42 .0604
L 35 .0503
13 S 5 .0071
R 31 .0446
L 84 .1208















16 S 2 .0028
R 24 .0345
L 25 .0359






22 S 1 .0014
R
L
Smll (30--32) 135 .1722
Med (34--36) 389 .4961
Lg (38--40) 136 .1734











7 S 31 .0276
R 21 .0187
L N/A
8 S 23 .0205
R 44 .0392
L 9 .0080





ITEM SIZE 1982 QUANTITY



























22 S 3 .0026
R 6 .0053
L 9 .0080


























































REGULAR ENLISTMENTS - FY 81




550 131 750 650 425 375
350 1481 2031 2681 3106 3481
552 179 750 650 427 374
375 250 253 267
3856 4106 4359 4626
374 252 253 268
CUM
WOMEN









ENLISTED 37 34 4 58 48 36 27 29 23 18 21 46 381
CUM 37 71 75 133 181 217 244 273 296 314 335 381 381
MINORITY
GOAL 108 99 32 135 117 77 68 68 45 45 48 81 923
CUM 108 207 239 374 491 568 636 704 749 794 842 923 923
ENLISTED 110 100 28 153 133 81 83 84 49 48 53 91 1013
Z 18. 3 18.1 15.6 20.4 20.5 19.0 22.2 22.2 19.6 18.9 20 20.2 19.7
CUM 110 210 238 391 524 605 688 772 821 869 922 1013 1013
CUM X 18. 2 18.2 17.9 18.8 19.2 19.2 19.5 19.7 19.7 19.7 20 19.7 19.7
BLACK 71 62 13 113 92 44 51 . 55 38 32 34 61 666
CUM 71 133 146 259 351 395 446 501 539 571 605 666 666
ORI 8 6 2 9 2 7 8 5 2 4 6 59
CUM 8 14 16 25 27 34 42 47 47 49 53 59 59
AM IND 4 7 1 5 5 5 6 4 2 4 4 6 53
CUM 4 11 12 17 22 27 33 37 39 43 47 53 53
SP AM 27 25 12 26 34 25 18 20 9 10 11 18 235
CUM 27 52 64 90 124 149 167 187 196 206 217 235 235
R£C ONBD 267 277 266 260 262 263 262 255 261 253 256 261
MIN REC 56 55 54 54 53 53 52 52 54 54 56 58
ENLISTMENTS BY CATEGORY
RECRUITS
CAPE MAY 299 297 1 390 336 232 184 190 129 120 155 246 2579
ALAMEDA 24 3 204 96 288 238 149 133 124 98 105 82 145 1905
TOTAL 542 501 97 678 574 381 317 314 227 225 237 391 4484
PRIOR SERVICE NGN- RATED
EX-CG 2 3 3 2 1 1 4 1 2 3 22
EX-CGR 5 1 14 1 5 3 2 4 3 5 1 5 49
OTHER 16 18 3 29 24 18 18 22 7 10 5 15 185
TOTAL 21 22 20 30 31 22 21 30 11 17 6 23 256
PRIOR SERVICE RATED
•
EX-CG 31 12 32 17 28 16 18 22 9 9 13 19 226
EX-CGR 4 10 14 11 5 3 5 2 2 1 57
OTHER 2 7 16 14 12 5 13 6 5 2 10 16 108




REGULAR ENLISTMENTS - FY 82
MOKTH OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP TOTAL
QUOTA A50 A50 150 A50 A50 450 420 360 220 356 356 354 4466
CUM 450 900 1050 1500 1950 2400 2820 3180 3400 3756 4112 4466 4466
ENLISTED 450 452 150 450 450 452 419 361 220 366 365 362 4497
CUM 450 902 1052 1502 1952 2404 2823 3184 3404 377 4135 4497 4497
WOMEN
ENLISTED 30 40 1 53 51 49 56 49 26 54 • 37 40 486
cm 30 70 71 124 175 224 280 329 355 409 446 486 486
MINORITY
GOAL 81 81 28 81 81 81 76 65 40 64 64 64 806
CUM 81 162 190 271 352 433 509 574 614 678 742 806 806





21.7 19.3 21.1 17.1 19.3 22.4 24.7 26.8 27.6 25 25
103 201 230 325 402 489 583 672 731 832 924 1015
22.6
1015
22.3 21.9 21.6 20.6 20.3 20.7 21.1 21.5 22.1 22.4 22.6 22.6
BLACK 65 61 17 61 47 57 64 53 33 67 51 52 628
CUM 65 126 143 204 251 308 372 425 458 525 576 628 628
ORI 6 2 2 4 1 2 4 2 2 6 5 36
CUM 6 8 10 14 15 17 21 23 23 25 31 36 36
AM IND 9 10 2 8 7 10 8 11 12 10 10 11 108
CUM 9 19 21 29 36 46 54 65 77 87 97 108 108
SP AM 23 25 8 22 22 18 18 23 14 22 25 23 243
CIM 23 48 56 78 100 118 136 159 173 195 220 243 243
REG ONBD 261 263 264 269 268 260 233 226 224 213 216 215
MIN R£C 58 59 60 60 61 58 58 59 55 54 55 56
ENLISTMEOTS BY CATEGORY
RECRUITS
CAPE MAY 231 244 2 260 276 450 419 361 220 350 345 332 3490
ALAMEDA 157 132 98 164 165 716
TOTAL 388 376 100 424 441 450 419 361 220 350 345 332 4206
PRIOR SERVICE NON-RATED
EX-CG 2 1 5 6 1 2 3 5 25
EX-CGR 4 2 3 2 2 4 7 24
OTHER 18 19 4 5 5 1 5 10 69
TOTAL 24 22 12 13 6 1 4 12 22 118
PRIOR SERVICE RATED
EX-CG 24 30 12 11 1 1 6 4 6 95
EX-CGR 8 13 1 4 4 30
OTHER 14 16 13 2 1 2 48
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